where: ):
µM fA
Here 2 is the valence of calcium; F is Faraday's constant; and V CYT is the volume of the cytosol. Capacitance: C m = 5300 fF
To simulate delay in effect of thapsigargin do:
where: k max SERCA = 0.08, τ SERCA = 60000, and t THAP = time that thapsigargin was added.
Output functions:
Model II (subspace; Figs. 7-9)
Differential Equations:
Initial Conditions: 
where:
Parameters: (bold denotes changes from Model I or preceding figure.)
for 
with rates: (ms Volume ratios:
Miscellaneous: (Same as Model I.)
Unit Conversion for ICa (converts fA to µM ms −1 ):
Here 2 is the valence of calcium; F is Faraday's constant; and V CYT is the volume of the cytosol. Capacitance: C m = 5300
To simulate delay in effect of thapsigargin do: (Same as Model I.) 
